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Jabba the Corgi greets us atop King Mountain!

	

A Corgi to greet you at the top of the Kings climb... what more can you ask for? How about a Corgi that bears a passing resemblance

to Jabba the Hut?

I wasn't sure how I'd be feeling this morning, after Sunday's surprisingly-nice 100 mile Sequoia Century. Monday, yeah, I was

feeling it on Monday, and for reasons unknown hadn't slept all that well Sunday night, which isn't the norm after a hard ride. But this

morning I woke up feeling pretty good and sure, climbing over Jefferson I felt a bit sluggish, but got stronger as the ride went on.

George, Kevin, Kevin, Karen and Marcus this morning. Cool, but never cold, despite getting down to 48 degrees at one point. My

ultra-lightweight white Bontrager "suncovers" (legwarmers) worked out fine, and made more sense today than Sunday. But, I've

either got to smear on black tar for sunscreen or wear something that actually covers exposed skin since my new meds are supposed

to increase susceptibility to skin issues caused by the sun. Ironic given that I have skin that pretty much refuses to burn (never mind

what a few hours snorkeling, with my back exposed to the sun, did to me in Australia!).

The group started up Kings pretty easy, gradually increasing the pace as we went up the hill. At the halfway point I fell off the back

but was quite surprised when George suggested the rest of them slow up and wait for me at the clearing. I repaid George the favor by

beating him in the Skyline sprint.

Riding the West Old LaHonda section I felt a bit like I was in a fog... because I was! No great views today, but it was the first time

we climbed the upper half at a pretty good pace. Felt good, although it meant I had nothing left to contest the sprint at the end, which

George took, followed by younger Kevin.

The 84 descend... this was one of those days the delay was quite a bit more than usual. About 8 minutes extra. So much for my idea

that we were going to get back to the start at an almost-normal time! Still, a really nice ride. As just about all bike rides are.
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